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Chapter 361: Alarm everyone! 

After a while, a thick murderous intent appeared in his eyes full of fear. 

"This kid went to the training tower as soon as he arrived at Tatian stronghold, thinking he can't wait to 

go to the outside world to experience." 

"At present, his strength is not strong, it is a good opportunity to kill him!" 

"Su Lang, you must pass the ninth floor and get the opportunity to go out to experience, then... I can kill 

you, I want to kill you!" 

Li Qiming took a deep breath, sneered repeatedly on his face, killing intent in his eyes. 

On this occasion. 

The news that Su Lang rushed to the Pagoda of Experience has reached everyone in Tatian stronghold. 

At this time, looking down from the top of the Tatian stronghold, you can see thousands of people 

turning into afterimages, converging towards the tower of experience. 

Even the mentor students in the preaching hall and the powerful warriors who perform their duties 

have rushed to the training tower to see this earth-shattering evildoer with their own eyes. 

On the square, the Terran warriors from the entire stronghold gathered together, looking up at the 

training tower. 

And just now! 

"Om——!!!" 

With a hum, a bright light flashed on the ninth floor of the experience tower! 

Seeing this, there was an uproar in the crowded square immediately! 

"Broken! The ninth floor!" 

"Oh my God, who is Su Lang! He has such a fighting power!" 

"In the realm of the intermediate military commander, kill the intermediate military emperor, but there 

are ten small realms in between!" 

"The Martial King rank is the first sublimation of life essence in the way of martial arts. It is not known 

how powerful it is than the military commander. 

Emperor Wu couldn't even beat 10,000 Martial Commanders, but Su Lang did it. This is really incredible! 

" 

"This Su Lang, I am waiting to compare with it, it is completely a mud pill on the ground, but he is a 

white cloud in the sky!" 
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"Yeah, we can't compare with him at all. He must be our Blue Star's first genius in history. Even Yan 

Xingxing's predecessors are not as qualified as him!" 

"..." 

Everyone exclaimed, from Wu Zun to Wu Wang, all of them. 

At this time, a figure flashed across the tower of experience, it was Su Lang. 

Yes, although Su Lang possesses the peak martial emperor rank combat power, his purpose is only to 

obtain the qualifications to go out and practice. 

So after he broke through the ninth floor, he left directly. 

At this moment, Su Lang was stepping on an ordinary long sword, floating in the air like a spiritual 

sword. 

"I'm going, why are so many people?" 

Su Lang looked at the thousands of people below, with surprise on his face, "Could it be that the 

experience tower engages in activities, and it won't be possible to get through one floor and send 

another one?" 

However, when he saw that everyone looked horrified, he quickly reacted. 

"It seems that my record of breaking the tower will be revealed in some form, so that everyone is 

shocked!" 

Su Lang looked around the crowd and found the place where the group of Wuzun-level existences 

gathered. 

Immediately afterwards, he flew down from the sky with a long sword, and fell in front of a group of 

elders. 

His every move drew everyone's attention. 

"Seniors, junior Su Lang!" 

Su Lang raised his hand to the elders, courteous. 

The elders of all martial arts used various methods to confirm Su Lang's cultivation level in an instant, 

and found that he was not covering up his cultivation level, and he was shocked and relieved. 

"Little friend Su Lang, quickly waive the gift!" 

"Little friend Su Lang, come over, and I will show you palmistry." 

"I am one of the deacon elders of the Temple of Heaven, Su Lang, would you like to be my disciple?" 

"Little friend Su Lang, I immediately reached the Quasi-God level. I have lived for a thousand or two 

hundred years. Are you willing to be my heir?" 

The elders rolled their eyes and started to accept disciples one after another. 



Obviously, even though they had previously said to teach Su Lang together, they still wanted to give it a 

try to see if they could "sweep" Su Lang, a super genius. 

If they can become Su Lang's only master, then when Su Lang will become a Martial God or even a 

higher realm in the future, they will be touched. 

And the behavior of these respectable elders personally inviting Su Lang by their mouths immediately 

made the rest of the students envied. 

You know, although you can get the best training resources in Tatian stronghold, you can still go to the 

mission hall to attend lectures. 

But how can this compare to the teaching by a master who has lived for thousands of years? 

Chapter 362: We can teach you together 

"I really envy Su Lang, so many senior Wu Zun are willing to accept him as a disciple..." 

"Who makes Su Lang so against the sky? He is not a genius at the same level as us, incomparable." 

"..." 

Hundreds of warriors talked in low voices, showing envy. 

At this time, Su Lang smiled faintly, and said, "Sorry, seniors, juniors don't want to be a teacher for the 

time being." 

As soon as this remark came out, the audience instantly quieted down! 

Refused! 

Su Lang tactfully declined all Wu Zun's invitations to accept disciples! 

Almost all the students were unbelievable. 

That was an invitation to accept an apprentice from the elder Wu Zun expert, Su Lang actually refused it 

all! 

You know, there is a gap between the new generation of Wu Zun and the old generation of Wu Zun, and 

it is still very big! 

Just practice the exercises, the older generation of Wu Zun has thousands of years of experience, let 

alone dabble in other aspects. 

There was an older generation of Wu Zun who taught that it was like standing on the shoulders of 

giants. 

However, Su Lang refused! 

In addition to those students, the Wu Zun who sent the invitation were also shocked. 

They thought that Su Lang would think about it, but who knew that Su Lang refused without even 

thinking about it? 
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The scene was quiet for a while, and all the martial arts looked at each other before walking out of an 

old man with a white beard. 

As soon as the old man with white beard walked out, he attracted everyone's attention, because he is 

the strongest warrior in Tatian stronghold at present-Zhushen Lubai! 

"What will Senior Lu Bai do?" 

"Will Su Lang anger the seniors by not giving face so much?" 

"Seniors won't be so narrow-minded, maybe there are other things to explain?" 

"..." 

The students whispered to each other, and they showed their doubts. 

At this time, Lu Bai spoke up. 

"Little friend Su Lang, old man Lu Bai." 

"Since you don't want to worship me and wait for anyone to be a teacher, then we will teach you 

together, okay?" 

Wow! ! 

Lu Bai's words directly turned the audience into a boiling pot! 

"Oh my God! Not only are the seniors not angry, but they want to teach Su Lang together!" 

"What kind of treatment is this? I'm thankful when I can be accepted as a disciple by one of the seniors. 

Su Lang can actually be taught by all the seniors!!" 

"Perhaps in the eyes of your seniors, Su Lang is a stunning piece of jade. Only by working together can 

he achieve the highest level of achievement!" 

"Su Lang, this person is really against the sky!" 

"..." 

People were talking buzzingly, and Lu Bai and senior Wu Zun waited for Su Lang quietly. 

However, on the surface they seemed to be waiting, but secretly they had already made up their minds 

that no matter what Su Lang chose, they would ‘grab’ him and sculpt him well. 

At this moment, Su Lang thought for a moment, then smiled and nodded: "It is something Su Lang can't 

ask for to be taught by the seniors!" 

As soon as this statement came out, the students suddenly 

——It turns out that Su Lang had this idea. He was not satisfied with being a master at first! 

This is a misunderstanding. 

Su Lang did not want to worship anyone as a teacher at first. 



But he suddenly wanted to use the hands of these veterans to cover up his system functions. 

Everything is like worshipping Anxin as a teacher at Xuanyuan Academy. 

After all, his one-key refining device can't reach the advanced level for no reason, not to mention the 

unknown powerful functions such as the one-key refining array behind. 

At just this moment, Lu Bai, Zhun Shen, proposed to teach Su Lang with the senior Wu Zun, and he 

agreed. 

With the teachings of these senior Wu Zun, although the things he showed with system functions are 

still exaggerated, they can have an explanation. 

At this moment. 

When the senior Wu Zun saw Su Lang agree to come down, they all smiled. 

"Okay, everyone go away!" 

Lu Bai waved his hand at the students, then turned to Su Lang and said, "Su Lang, come with us!" 

"Okay, Master Lu Bai." 

Su Lang smiled and nodded. 

Immediately, Lu Bai and other Wu Zun seniors soared into the sky and flew towards the Temple of 

Heaven. 

Su Lang also stepped on the long sword, following closely behind. 

The students who had dispersed looked at Su Lang's back and couldn't help but sigh with emotion, then 

turned their heads and left again. 

Not long after, all the students on the square had left, and only one person remained. 

Chapter 363: This is too scary 

This person is Li Qiming! 

"Damn Su Lang, you can get the affair of Lu Bai and other seniors, let them teach together!" 

Li Qiming narrowed his eyes, his eyes flashed with cold jealousy and killing intent. 

He came to this and Tatian stronghold as the first student of the War Gate and a junior Wu Zun. He 

originally had the opportunity to be valued by Zhushen Lubai and others, and he personally accepted 

him as an apprentice. 

But at this time, the quasi-shen Lubai and other seniors had already accepted Su Lang as disciples, and 

would definitely teach Su Lang with all his strength, and would no longer have the heart to accept 

disciples. 

Before, in Li Qiming's heart, Su Lang had a "hate for seizing love with a horizontal knife", but at this time, 

he had to add a "hate for seizing a teacher". 
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"I will never just swallow this tone! Su Lang, you wait for me!" 

Li Qiming gritted his teeth with anger, then stepped forward and directly entered the training tower. 

After a while, bursts of light and buzzing came from the training tower, which once again attracted a lot 

of students to marvel, but no one came to see it. 

The other side. 

Lu Bai and others have brought Su Lang to a certain room in the Temple of Heaven. 

All the Wuzun seniors took their seats one after another, and Lu Bai also let Su Lang sit down. 

There are seven people including Su Lang and Lu Bai. 

In other words, there are six masters who taught Su Lang together. 

"Su Lang, this is Xingshan, this is Shiqi, and these three are Jiang Wu, Qiu Dong, and Wen Yong!" 

Lu Bai introduced the other five people to Su Lang, and Su Lang paid a salute. Those old seniors didn't 

have any pretensions, they were very peaceful. 

At this time. 

"Su Lang, I always have a question." 

Lu Bai touched his beard and asked kindly, "Why are you so powerful?" 

"The juniors are very savvy, and they practice the exercises every day!" 

Su Lang smiled and said, "From the time I practiced martial arts, I have practiced hundreds of exercises, 

and only six of the top exercises have reached the perfect level." 

As soon as these words came out, Lu Bai and the six others trembled in an instant! 

Hundreds of exercises! 

This is too scary! 

You know, even if Lu Bai lived for more than a thousand years, he had only practiced 30 exercises. 

"Su Lang...you, how did you do it!" 

Jiang Wu stunned and exclaimed, "Hundreds of exercises, that's so violent, and you practice so many 

exercises, won't they conflict with each other?" 

"Oops! Let me see if your exercises conflict!" 

Lu Bai's expression changed drastically, and he immediately came to Su Lang, grabbed his hand and 

instilled aura into it. 

At the same time, he also used his mental power to drive a certain detection method to observe the 

movement of Su Lang's exercises. 

"Oh my God!!" 



After some detection, Lu Bai said in horror, "There are indeed hundreds of exercises, and many of them 

have conflicting attributes!" 

"what!?" 

Wen Yongteng stood up at once, with a look of panic, "So many exercises conflict with each other, what 

can we do?" 

Xingshan, Shiqi and other old seniors also stood up anxiously and looked at Su Lang nervously. 

"No, it's not right, although the exercises conflict with each other, but..." 

Lu Bai's old eyes widened in shock, "But not only did the exercises Su Lang practiced didn't conflict, but 

they merged together!" 

"mix together?" 

Qiu Dong asked in disbelief, "How is this possible?" 

Xingshan showed a hint of excitement: "Could it be... a special physique that we have never seen 

before?" 

"Only physical fitness can explain this rare phenomenon!" 

Lu Bai's eyes glowed, staring at Su Lang closely, "We really found a treasure!" 

"Su Lang's special physique is the reason why he can accommodate a hundred exercises." 

"And he can successfully practice so many exercises, and his unawareness cannot be ignored!" 

"I feel that we can teach Su Lang the skills we are good at, and teach the pill formation and other 

auxiliary Dao, and cultivate him into an all-rounder!" 

Xingshan said with a trembling voice, and the excitement on his face grew thicker. 

"Cultivating Su Lang into a versatile? It's a good idea!" 

Lu Bai's face rose with a slight movement, "However, I still have to seek Su Lang's opinion." 

To be honest, Su Lang's savvy is so against the sky, just practicing the exercises is too wasteful. 

The senior martial artists didn't want Su Lang to waste his savvy, and wanted to pass on his skills. 

At this time, the six senior Wu Zun stared at Su Lang with scorching eyes, seeing Su Lang involuntarily 

getting goose bumps. 

Chapter 364: Fight again! 

"Uh, I feel comfortable with the exercises, and I want to learn something else." 

Su Lang smiled and agreed directly. 

The decision of Lu Bai and others was exactly in his arms. 
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If Lu Bai and others didn't plan to teach Su Lang alchemy, Su Lang would still find ways to ‘seeking 

advice’. 

After all, his purpose is to cover up unreasonable system functions. 

"In that case, that would be great!" 

"Now, I'll wait to assign the responsibilities, who should teach what homework, don't get confused!" 

"Let’s start with me. I have lived for more than a thousand years. Apart from the realm of cultivation, I 

dabble on the alchemy path the most!" 

Lu Bai said excitedly, "At present, I have come into contact with the edge of the Pill God Realm, so let 

me teach Su Lang to make alchemy!" 

Su Lang nodded secretly when he heard this. 

"Then I will teach Su Lang refining!" 

Shi Qi smiled and said, "My instrumental attainments have reached the highest level." 

"I'm afraid that a master is not enough." 

Qiudong shook his head, "Moreover, our refining methods have their own merits. Why not teach Su 

Lang refining together?" 

"Look at how Su Lang decides!" Shi Qi smiled. 

Su Lang smiled without hesitation: "Ask the two masters to teach me how to refining tools!" 

"It's so good!" 

Qiu Dong smiled comfortedly and decided to teach Su Lang everything he had learned. 

At this time. 

Xingshan opened his mouth and said: "My formation is at the highest level of formation, I will teach Su 

Lang to refining formation." 

"The formation training is here, I have to quickly activate the one-key formation training!" 

Su Lang was startled when he heard the words, and secretly said, "Otherwise, I won't understand a 

single word by then, and my ‘world-defying comprehension’ will be exposed!" 

Just as Su Lang was thinking about it, Jiang Wu spoke: "Wen Yong and I are not deeply involved in Dan, 

Qi, and Formation." 

"But I have some experience in practicing exercises, and I can help Su Lang choose better exercises to 

match, and exert the strongest combat power!" 

"Wen Yong is best at mental attacks. The spiritual exercise "One Thought Lunar Eclipse" is obscure and 

esoteric, and it is more dangerous. It is better to teach it alone!" 



Hearing this, Wen Yong couldn't help but nodded: "Then let me teach Su Lang's mental attack and 

defense." 

At this point, the six masters have allocated their own teaching content, and Su Lang also nodded 

happily. 

"Time is money. I'm going to teach Su Lang now. Please go to rest first." 

Jiang Wu suddenly looked at Su Lang with a smile, showing a hint of eagerness. 

"Huh? Why are you the first to teach Su Lang?" 

Lu Bai frowned, "May I be the first to come!" 

"No, no, no, it's better for me and Qiudong to come first!" 

Shi Qi shook his head and said, "We two will teach together. Su Lang will definitely master the refining 

tool soon, so let's leave it to you to teach." 

"Stop fighting!" 

Wen Yong stood up, showing a hint of eagerness, "The "One Thought Lunar Eclipse" I want to teach is 

the most difficult and takes the most time. Can you let me do it?" 

"No way, no way!" 

Jiang Wu also stood up and said, "Su Lang is most suitable for practicing the exercises, your alchemy 

weapons are all sideways, let me come first!" 

"Jiang Wu! You look down on our three core pill weapons?" 

"You...oh, they all said that my "One Thought Lunar Eclipse" is the most difficult!" 

"..." 

The senior martial artists competed in front of Su Lang, spitting wildly, without the temperament of a 

master at all! 

"Why is this fighting again?" 

Su Lang's mouth twitched, a little speechless. 

Immediately, he coughed slightly, and said, "Masters, I want to travel to the Canglan Continent outside 

and come back to study!" 

"what!?" 

Lu Bai and the others stopped arguing instantly and looked at Su Lang vigilantly. 

"I said, I want to go outside and practice!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and said seriously. 

"Su Lang, don't mess around!" 



"Yeah, it's dangerous outside, and Emperor Wu often died unclearly!" 

"Going out to experience, the more opportunities are, let's study for a period of time, and then go if we 

become stronger!" 

"..." 

The masters exchanged their eyes, and immediately began to persuade Su Lang with all their heart. 

"Masters, I have made up my mind!" 

Su Lang resolutely said, "If I can't go out and travel, my heart can't calm down, and I can't study hard!" 

What's the joke, how much benefit can the treasure hunt flying flying flying and clone bring in a day? 

If you go out one day late, you will lose one day's income! 

Chapter 365: Go out to experience! 

"Su Lang, do you really want to go out and practice?" 

Lu Bai frowned slightly, he really didn't want Su Lang to venture out. 

Su Lang nodded and said, "Yes, Master Lu Bai!" 

As soon as this remark came out, Lu Bai, Jiang Wu and others looked at each other, and then sighed in 

unison. 

"Well, since you insist, then go out and see the Canglan Continent." 

"However, you must be careful, Canglan Continent is really very dangerous." 

Lu Bai nodded helplessly, there was a trace of worry on his and Jiang Wu's faces. 

"Masters, disciples know." 

"In fact, the Intermediate Martial Sovereign is not my ultimate combat power. I still have cards that are 

useless." 

"My concealment method is also very strong, I have Xuanyun Jingyuehuo, cooperate with other 

methods, if you want to escape, it is very easy!" 

"And I don't want to take risks specifically for excitement, I just look around honestly." 

Su Lang grinned, and a cloud of profound clouds and pure moon fire condensed in front of him. 

"There is Xuanyun Jingyuehuo? That's not bad, but you have to be careful." 

Lu Bai nodded and said, "If we didn't have to guard the Tatian stronghold, we would go with you." 

"Yeah, it was hard to find you such a big baby." 

Wen Yong smiled and said, "How about we find some students to go out with you?" 
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"If the disciple needs the protection of others at all times, he will never grow up, and the disciple himself 

will be careful!" 

Of course, Su Lang didn't want others to follow, and his face solemnly handed over to Lu Bai and other 

Wu Zun, "Masters, it should not be too late, I want to go out now." 

"That's good." 

Wen Yong agreed with a smile, "I am the most leisurely in the Temple of Heaven, so let me send Su Lang 

out." 

"Well, go early and return early!" 

Lu Bai and others nodded one after another. 

Immediately, under the leadership of Wen Yong, Su Lang left the Temple of Treading Heaven and came 

to a gray space. 

The gray space was very similar to the exit of the time-space crack that Su Lang had experienced before. 

It was covered with arrays in all directions, with a huge teleportation array in the middle. 

In addition, not far from the teleportation array, there is a heart-asking stone. 

At this moment, there is a junior Wu Zun and a dozen quasi Wu Zun secretly guarding. 

When the warriors go out, they must go through the investigation of these guards. 

But this time it was carried by Wen Yong, a prestigious senior Wu Zun, and naturally no one came to 

investigate Su Lang. 

"Here is the exit for going out." 

Wen Yong introduced, "Anyone who goes out must go through the heart-questioning stone, just in case. 

In addition, the warriors in the Tatian stronghold must also go through the test of the questioning stone 

within a certain period of time to prevent people from changing their minds. " 

"That's it." 

Su Lang nodded suddenly. 

Terran has tried so hard to keep the secret of Tatian stronghold. 

However, as the only hope and retreat of the human race, no amount of effort can be overstated. 

"Well, Su Lang, go to the teleportation formation." 

"I will send you to the safest branch location." 

Wen Yong said with a smile, "One thing to remember, each time you go out to practice is only one 

month at most, and after one month, you must come back!" 

"The disciple knows." 



Su Lang smiled brightly, and immediately stood on the teleportation formation with a trace of 

expectation. 

Seeing this, Wen Yong waved his hands to the guards, and several of them immediately activated the 

teleportation formation. 

"Om!!" 

The teleportation array hummed slightly, and a distorted light enveloped Su Lang. 

In the next moment, Su Lang disappeared in place! 

"You must come back safely." 

Wen Yong looked at the teleportation array and left immediately. 

Several warriors guarding each other looked at each other, their faces a little surprised. 

"A Martial Commander can be personally escorted by Senior Wen Yong, this is the zealous Su Lang that 

was heard before!" 

"It must be him. He has passed the ninth floor of the training tower as a military commander. It's a pity 

that I have a job and I can't get out and watch it." 

"A genius like Su Lang will definitely become the mainstay of our human race in the future, and I hope 

he will have a smooth journey." 

"..." 

The guards of warriors had a conversation. 

At this time, another young man walked in outside. 

This person is Li Qiming! 

Chapter 366: Arrive at the branch office 

"Seniors, juniors have to go out to practice." Li Qiming bowed his hands to the void. 

"You are... Li Qiming who just passed the training tower, right? You can go out to practice, where are 

you going?" 

The Wu Zun Dao guarding the teleportation formation, they specially guard the teleportation formation, 

who can go out after passing the experience tower, they will naturally get news the first time. 

Therefore, they also know the news that Li Qiming has passed the training tower. 

"I don't know, just go to where the previous classmate went." 

Li Qiming's face was full of smiles, but there was a trace of murderous intent hidden in his eyes. 

"Ok." 

Guarding Wu Zun did not know the grievances between Li Qiming and Su Lang, and agreed without 

hesitation. 
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Immediately afterwards, Li Qiming stood on the teleportation formation and disappeared after a burst 

of light. 

"Tsk tusk, this batch of newcomers this year is really enchanting!" 

"Yes, this junior of the Li family is incredibly powerful. He reached the junior martial arts at a young age 

and has caught up with me!" 

"Haha, the old man doesn't have to worry about it. The younger generation of the Li family grew up in a 

hidden ancient clan and was born with a golden key. There is no shortage of training resources and 

famous teachers. There is nothing commendable for this achievement." 

"You don't have to say that, the younger generation of the Li family is indeed better than me, a pervert, 

of course, far worse than this Su Lang." 

"Well, Su Lang is not unexpected, at least he can become a Quasi God, the bottleneck of the Valkyrie is 

not so easy to break." 

"..." 

On this occasion. 

In the vast and boundless Canglan Continent, there is a valley shrouded in colorful miasma. 

These colorful poisonous miasma are so powerful that they will die if they touch them below the 

Wuwang level, and they naturally have the ability to isolate mental perception and exploration. 

In this valley, there is an underground space hidden. 

This is a branch stronghold of Human Race in Canglan Continent. 

At this moment, Su Lang had already arrived at this stronghold through the teleportation array. He was 

walking while observing the surrounding environment. 

Very crude! 

This is the first impression. 

The buildings here are built very randomly, just cubes, and there is no decoration. 

Obviously, like the strongholds outside the city on Blue Star, these branch strongholds often face the 

threat of destruction, so they don't pay attention to appearance. 

After walking around the stronghold, Su Lang found that there were fewer than a hundred people here. 

The warriors who came and went were all strong men above the Intermediate Martial Emperor, and 

everyone was full of fierce and outrageous aura. 

It can be seen that they often experience battles, and the outside world of Canglan Continent is really 

dangerous. 

At the same time, when Su Lang was observing the others, the others were also looking at him very 

surprised. 



"This guy's aura fluctuates... he is a military commander!?" 

"No, how can Martial Commander-level come to Canglan Continent, and how can it pass the Tower of 

Experience?" 

"It should be a special method that simulated the Martial Commander-level aura fluctuations. His true 

realm must be no weaker than mine." 

"His disguise methods are so powerful, my pupil technique that specializes in disguising disguise has no 

flaws at all!" 

"It's very powerful, he is so young, he is comparable to ours!" 

"..." 

After some analysis of the martial arts emperor rank martial artists, they were surprised. 

"I was originally a military commander, so I don't need to pretend, you can see that there are ghosts in 

the flaws." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes secretly, and then rushed to the place where he applied to go out. 

at the same time. 

The teleportation array in the branch stronghold lightened slightly, and Li Qiming's figure emerged. 

"Here is someone!" 

The two Emperor Wu who guarded the teleportation array turned their heads to look at them, and 

instantly looked in awe! 

"It turned out to be a junior Wu Zun!" 

"Good face, could it be the newly promoted Wu Zun?" 

"..." 

The two Emperor Wu talked secretly, looking at Li Qiming with envy. 

At this time, Li Qiming suddenly bowed his hands to them and smiled: "Two martial emperors, do you 

know a martial artist-level martial artist? He is my classmate and I am looking for him." 

"Martial-arts class?" 

"It's the young man disguised as a military commander!" 

The two Emperor Wu looked at each other, then pointed in one direction and said: "I've been there, I 

don't know where I went." 

Chapter 367: The sky of Canglan Continent 

"Thank you two." 

Li Qiming bowed his hands and thanked him, but his figure disappeared. 
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He started as fast as he could, and wanted to find Su Lang the first time! 

The branch base is not large, and with Li Qiming's junior martial arts status, he quickly found the trace of 

Su Lang. 

Su Lang has arrived at the place where he applied to go out. 

This is where this branch stronghold communicates with the outside world, and is guarded by two top 

martial emperors. 

Anyone who wants to go out must go through an application. 

However, it is just a cutscene. 

The way to go out is also very simple, that is, just open a portal to guard the stronghold. 

"Two, I want to go out!" 

Su Lang smiled at the two guarding emperors, showing white teeth. 

"be careful." 

"Also, don't bring the trouble back even if you die outside!" 

Emperor Wu, who was guarding the passage, looked at Su Lang in surprise, gave a few words, and let 

him go. 

Under the operation of Emperor Wu, the formation gradually opened a small door that could be passed 

by one person. 

"My dears of Canglan Continent, I am here!" 

Su Lang's eyes lit up, he took a deep breath, and walked out of the formation with intense excitement. 

"Su Lang, your death date is here!" 

A cruel look rose on Li Qiming's face among the noisy people in the distance. 

Soon, he also came to the passage and applied to go out. 

The other side. 

After Su Lang left the stronghold, he came to a corridor filled with colorful poisonous miasma. 

At this point, Su Lang had already left the human base and officially walked alone in the Canglan 

Continent. 

However, this place was too close to the stronghold, and Su Lang did not immediately summon the 

clone and the treasure hunt flying flying flying fly. 

"Leave the tunnel first!" 

Licking his lips, Su Lang followed the tunnel to the outside world, and then flew out of the valley with his 

flying sword. 



At first glance, he saw a huge sun and a huge moon! 

The sun and the moon exist at the same time, forming a rare spectacle! 

Moreover, Su Lang could clearly feel that the sun and moon were essentially different from those of 

Blue Star. 

They exude a very strong extraordinary power! 

"What a strange fantasy world!" 

Su Lang looked up at the sky and couldn't help but admire it. 

But at this moment, his expression suddenly changed, and his powerful mental power made him feel a 

trace of danger and hostility. 

And this feeling of danger happens to come from the valley filled with colorful poisonous miasma! 

"It must be the existence of Wu Zun level that can make me feel dangerous." 

"But, who did I offend in the branch stronghold, who would be hostile to me?" 

Su Lang's eyes narrowed slightly, and after some thought, two candidates were determined. 

"The ones who have enemies with me are nothing but Li Qiming and Jin Xiutian." 

"The visitor is a Wu Zun. If it is Jin Xiutian, he can only instruct others." 

"I showed such awesome combat power in Tatian stronghold, and was accepted as a disciple by Lu Bai 

and other seniors. Those martial arts should not know the general situation and come to kill me." 

"In this way, it is more likely that Li Qiming will come. He is arrogant and self-sufficient, so it should be 

him!" 

"Hmph, it's really narrow-minded, isn't it just to get closer to Xiao Ning? You dare to come and kill me, 

not knowing whether you live or die!" 

A sneer gradually appeared on Su Lang's face as he flew away with his flying sword. 

He knew that Li Qiming's reluctance to do anything must be because he was too close to the human 

base for fear of attracting the attention of the other human warriors. 

When the matter of internal fighting is leaked out, no matter what, the most severe punishment will be 

ushered in! 

Li Qiming didn't dare to take this risk! 

Therefore, Su Lang deliberately flew far away and led Li Qiming to take action! 

really! 

After Su Lang flew out for dozens of kilometers, a black spot was quickly chasing after him. 

The black spot grew bigger and bigger in the field of vision, and finally revealed a human figure covered 

in black mist. 



"Hehe, so far away from the stronghold, you still hide your head and show your tail!" 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and gradually slowed down and glide to the ground. 

The speed of the people chasing after him did not decrease, and after a few breaths, they came to Su 

Lang's head. 

Then, the black mist dissipated, revealing Li Qiming's hideous face. 

Chapter 368: Li Qiming, you are awesome! 

"Humph!" 

"Su Lang small chop, today is your death date!" 

Li Qiming looked down at Su Lang condescendingly, his eyes full of excitement about revenge. 

"Li Qiming, it's really you!" 

"I didn't expect that there would be someone as narrow-minded as you in the world." 

Su Lang sneered again and again, "In my opinion, your heart is only the size of a needle eye." 

"Humph!!" 

"You, a native dog from the countryside, dare to walk so close to Xiao Ning. You don't know anything 

about it!" 

"Besides, you are only a martial arts commander, what qualifications do you have to let Lu Bai and other 

seniors teach together?" 

"I don't know how much time it will take to nurture your waste material, it is better to leave your 

position to me!" 

Li Qiming stood high and aimed at Su Lang with his nostrils, his face was full of contempt. 

"Ha ha!" 

Su Lang sneered, "Are you not afraid that I will spread the news and make you be charged with 

murdering your fellow clan?" 

"Hey, do you think I will be unprepared?" 

Li Qiming showed mockery on his face, and took out an eight-sided formation, "I have activated this 

two-dimensional isolation formation long ago, and the formation has been covering you since you left 

the valley. 

Let me tell you, not only is it a jade card for communication, but all other communication methods are 

useless. If you don't believe it, you can try it! " 

As soon as these words came out, Su Lang was stunned: "Is it another two-way isolation formation? This 

formation has brought me a lot of convenience!" 
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Last time in the Wolong Mountains, Owenyao used the two instruments to isolate the magic circle to 

prevent Su Lang and An Xin from spreading information. 

At the same time, Ou Wenyao himself could not call for help, so he could only silently die at Su Lang's 

hands. 

To this day, no one knows the news of Owen Yao's death! 

And now, Li Qiming is about to repeat the mistakes of Owenyao! 

Of course, at this time he thought he was going to eat Su Lang. 

"Su Lang, I can give you a chance now!" 

Li Qiming said faintly, "You will be in the palace right now, I can spare you a lot of fun!" 

Because Su Lang and Xiao Ning were so close, they even passed the night. 

Li Qiming felt green on his head when he thought of that night, so he wanted to cut off Su Lang's strong 

wind, and let out a sigh of relief. 

"Li Qiming, are you sure you have a chance to win?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows and smiled, "Let me tell you, it will be you who will die today. If you turn off 

the isolation formation of the two instruments, there is still a chance to ask for help!" 

"Is it dead?" 

"Let me turn off the two instruments to isolate the formation and ask for help. It is you who want to ask 

for help!" 

"Your rusty brain can only come up with such crude little tricks." 

"But, if you can grab the Liangyi isolation plate from my hands, why don't you ask for help!" 

Li Qiming laughed loudly, then isolated the two instruments in his hand and threw it behind him, and fell 

to the ground with a bang. 

"Tsk tusk, Li Qiming, you are awesome!" 

Su Lang really didn't expect Li Qiming to be so arrogant, so he immediately threw away the two 

instruments. 

"Hmph, of course you are better, what are you!" 

Li Qiming showed contempt, slowly descending, floating in front of Su Lang, with his toes facing Su 

Lang's face. 

"I said, you will be in the palace right now, and I will give you a good time." 

Li Qiming glanced at Su Lang contemptuously, "I will only give you the opportunity once. If you don't 

grasp it, I will let you know what life is better than death!" 

"It seems that you are determined to kill me." 



Su Lang pouted noncommittal, "If that's the case, then come and see who is better than dead!" 

"Humph!" 

"Dare to be tough when you die!" 

"Look at me making you taste the pain of the world!" 

The arrogance and coldness on Li Qiming's face instantly turned into cruelty. 

Immediately afterwards, he dashed down and grabbed, as if he wanted to grab Su Lang by the neck. 

"A fool!" 

Su Lang sneered, and the Youtian Sword with black stripes on a white background appeared in his hand, 

and suddenly slashed out! 

"What kind of sword is this!!" 

When Li Qiming saw Youtian Sword, he immediately smelled a hint of danger, and he didn't even want 

to immediately recruit and retreat! 

His speed was so fast that he escaped the slash of the Youtian Sword in the short-term. 

But even so, Li Qiming felt that a scar was imprinted in the sea of his spirit! 

This sword can actually cut the soul! 

Chapter 369: Ten-level one-key mixer function! 

"Good baby!" 

"Is this your hole card?" 

"Unfortunately, your sword moves can't cut me at all, what can you do with me?" 

"Such a good sword fell into your hand, it is a violent thing, it belongs to me!" 

Li Qiming flew away, his eyes fixed on Youtian Sword, showing a strong greedy color. 

He could feel that this sword was at least an advanced weapon! 

High-level venerable, no more than one hand in the entire Blue Star! 

This sword must be obtained! 

"Su Lang, you are really my treasurer!" 

Li Qiming's heart was almost bursting. He thought that this trip would kill Su Lang's anger, but he didn't 

expect to harvest such a precious weapon! 

"Ha ha!" 

"Can't kill you? What a joke!" 
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Su Lang sneered, and immediately took a step forward, suddenly a Wu Zun-level aura burst out of his 

body! 

Yes, he used the Devouring clone! 

"Wu Zun-level breath! How could it be possible!?" 

Feeling the breath of Su Lang's body, Li Qiming was stunned for an instant, and his entire body was 

terrified! 

However, despite the stormy waves rising in his heart, he did not move slowly, and immediately 

retreated! 

Li Qiming clearly knew that Su Lang had burst out of Wu Zun-level combat power and had that powerful 

Zun weapon in his hand, he must not be an opponent! 

The only countermeasure is to drag! 

Keep dragging it until Su Lang's secret method fails, when he turns defeat into victory! 

"Make you proud for a while!" 

This thought flashed in Li Qiming's mind, but the next moment, his pupils shrank like needles! 

I saw Su Lang stepping forward, and he arrived in front of him! 

The next moment is the Youtian Sword that occupies the field of vision for an instant! 

"Do not!!" 

Li Qiming roared in horror and despair, and numerous defensive auras burst out of his body. 

As the most outstanding descendant of the Li family of the ancient hermit, he certainly has many means 

of life-saving! 

At this time, Li Qiming's various defensive formations, defensive weapons, and body forging secrets that 

Li Qiming raised up were integrated, and his defensive power instantly reached the advanced martial 

arts level! 

Such a large span can be said to be against the sky! ! 

However, this defense that reached the level of a high-level martial artist was vulnerable to You 

Tianjian! 

"Crack!!" 

There was a shattering sound, and Li Qiming's defensive aura instantly extinguished. 

"Spare me——!!!" 

Li Qiming begged for mercy with horror, but Youtian's sword was like a broken bamboo, and he cut it 

down ruthlessly. 

After the sword, Li Qiming's eyes were dim and his soul was annihilated. 



Immediately afterwards, a blood line gradually emerged from his forehead to the crotch, and his body 

was directly divided into two! 

"Ding! You got the top-grade spiritual stone*36686, the top-grade spiritual stone*7568548, the middle-

grade spiritual stone*132565488..." 

"Huh? You deserve to be the best genius of the Hidden Ancient Clan, so loved by the family, there are 

more than 10 million high-grade spirit stones!" 

"Moreover, there are all kinds of cherished materials and precious exercises, one of which is the exalted 

exercise "The Secret Code of Thousand Blues and Four Elephants"!" 

A thick surprise appeared on Su Lang's face, and then he immediately turned his attention to system 

functions. 

Currently, there are three system functions that can be upgraded with 10 million high-grade spirit 

stones. 

They are one-click martial arts training, avatar dispatch, one-key training! 

"One-key mixer is already level 9, once you upgrade, you can open the activation authority for new 

features!" 

Su Lang's eyes lighted up, and he immediately selected the upgrade target: "System, upgrade me the 

one-key mixer function!" 

"Ding! Consuming 10 million high-grade spirit stones, the one-key refining function has been upgraded 

to level 10, which can refine weapons of Saint level and below!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key mixer function to level 10. You have obtained the new 

bonus function "Weapon Evolution"!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on upgrading the one-key mixer function to level 10, and you have obtained the 

activation permission for the new function "One-key mixer"!" 

In the next moment, the information about the bonus function'Weapon Evolution' was instilled into Su 

Lang's mind. 

"Using this ability can retain all the capabilities of the current weapon, increase it infinitely, and increase 

the remaining capabilities?" 

Su Lang looked at the information in his mind and smiled satisfied. 

For Youtian Sword, Su Lang likes it very much! 

But he knew that this weapon would be eliminated sooner or later when his cultivation level reached a 

higher level, and it was a pity in his heart. 

The weapons refined by the one-key refining function are random. To refinish a weapon like the Youtian 

Sword again, you can only take a chance. 

But with the function of'Weapon Evolution', you can continue to evolve based on the Youtian Sword. 



In the future, it will be promoted to divine artifact, holy artifact, fairy artifact, and even imperial artifact! 

Chapter 370: Activate the one-click training! 

"Hehehe!" 

"There seems to be a lot of treasured materials among the trophies obtained by beheading Li Qiming 

before, evolve to give it a try!" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, and his gaze came to the storage space. 

I have to say that as the first genius of the Li family, Li Qiming really has a lot of things on his body. 

There are a lot of precious mineral metals and dissimilar materials used in refining vessels. 

Among them, there are more than a dozen kinds of materials! 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched and ordered, "System, use all the high-level refining materials to 

evolve the Youtian Sword!" 

Immediately afterwards, he waited very much expectantly. 

However, an unexpected tone came from the system. 

"Ding! The use of the currently possessed high-ranking materials will enable Youtian Sword to gain fire 

attribute attack power, water attribute attack power..., the grade of Youtian sword cannot be 

improved." 

"what?" 

Su Lang looked disappointed, "You can only get some messy abilities. Shouldn't you directly evolve the 

abilities of Youtian Sword itself?" 

"Ding! Host, to evolve the abilities of the Youtian Sword itself, you need to use the god-level refining 

material Heaven and Earth ghost bones*1, the soul fragment ink cream*1, the Yinsha moon lamp 

stone*2, and the honor-level refining material Wujigu* 4......" 

The materials needed for a series of evolutionary weapons are systematically listed. 

"Lying down, you still need specific materials!" 

"I thought that any material could make Youtian Sword evolve according to the current route." 

"Yes, how can fire-attribute materials make weapons possess sharp and soul-cutting capabilities?" 

Su Lang sighed, immediately comforted himself, and became excited again. 

Weapon evolution is currently useless. 

Need to gather those designated materials to use. 

However, there is one more important thing that Su Lang has not done yet. 

That is-activate one-key refining! 
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"system!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and ordered, "Activate the one-key formation function for me!" 

"Ding! Consume 10 middle-grade spirit stones, the one-key formation function has been activated!" 

"Ding! The current one-key refining function is level 1, which can refine the first level and below!" 

"Ding! Congratulations on getting the bonus functions ‘Synchronization of Refining’ and ‘Recognition of 

Arrays’!" 

"Ding! One-key refining can only refine the array that the host has read and the recognized array, and it 

needs to consume specified materials!" 

After the system prompted, the mysterious space in Su Lang's mind immediately experienced a turmoil. 

Beside the one-key practice array villain, a white villain holding an array pen in his right hand and an 

array plate in his left hand gradually condensed. 

"Sure enough, the first-level array refining function has only two bonus functions, the same as the 

alchemy refining device." 

"The use of functions is similar to that of one-key alchemy. One-key alchemy requires an elixir, while 

one-key alchemy requires an array map." 

"However, the one-key refining array can not only refine the read array, but also refine the recognized 

array! 

I have the ability to recognize the formation, as long as the formation is seen by me, I can refine it! 

If you want to practice formation in the future, go to find those famous formations and have a look at 

them and you can practice formations with one click! 

Beautiful, this is so much better than one-key alchemy, no wonder it consumes ten times more funds 

than one-key alchemy and one-key alchemy. " 

Su Lang's eyes were bright, and there was an excitement that could not be concealed. 

A high-level formation can cover a huge area, directly protect one side of the world, and prevent its 

inner creatures from being violated. 

Not only that, but the formation also possesses powerful attack and defense capabilities, as well as 

strange functions such as concealment and illusion, and can give the group various positive or negative 

states. 

This shows how terrifying the power and effect of the formation is. 

Of course, the formation method is very abnormal, and the difficulty of refining is also the highest. 

Alchemy and refining are not as difficult as the formation of refining. 

It is very difficult to practice together. 



On the entire Blue Star, the strongest array refiner is only an array master, and his attainments are not 

particularly advanced. 

Unlike alchemy, there is not only Yun Yemeng, the alchemy god, but also Lu Bai and other alchemists. 

Although there is no tool **** in the refining tool, there are several tool masters! 

Array masters are very scarce, and this also makes the Array Master the most noble profession on the 

Blue Star, more noble than the alchemist and the tool master! 

But now, with enough funds, Su Lang can easily become a master of formations! 

When the time comes, you can easily deploy a formation to protect countless human races. 

 


